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The symmetry properties of the resistance of mesoscopic samples in the quantum Hall regime are investi-
gated. In addition to the reciprocity relation, our samples obey new symmetries, that relate resistances mea-
sured with different contact configurations. Different kinds of symmetries are identified, depending on whether
the magnetic field value is such that the system is above, or below, a quantum Hall transition. Related
symmetries have recently been reported for macroscopic samples in the quantum Hall regime by Ponomarenko
et al. [Solid State Commun.130, 705 (2004)], and Karmakaret al. (preprint cond-mat/0309694).
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Early studies of mesoscopic conductance fluctuations in
the presence of a magnetic fieldsBd revealed an apparent
puzzle:1,2 the pattern of fluctuations obtained from thin-film
metallic samples exhibited no specific symmetry with respect
to the reversal ofB. These findings appeared puzzling be-
cause the conductivity of the samples was expected to follow
the Onsager relations,3,4 sabsBd=sbas−Bd, wherea and b
refer to coordinates, and therefore to have a clear symmetry
uponB reversal. This apparent contradiction was soon settled
by Benoitet al.,5 and Büttiker,6,7 who derived a general for-
mula for the experimentally measured four-terminal resis-
tance configuration and demonstrated that this resistance(or
conductance) need not be symmetric with respect to the re-
versal ofB. Instead, it should obey the reciprocity relation,
stating that it will be symmetric with respect to the reversal
of B and the simultaneous exchange of the current and volt-
age contacts:

Rij ,klsBd = Rkl,i js− Bd. s1d

Here we use the standard notation ofRij ,kl for Vkl / I ij , where
Vkl is the voltage difference between contactsk and l and I ij
is the current between contactsi and j .

These experiments, performed using metallic wires and
loops, were limited to the low-B regime where Landau levels
are unresolved. We present, in this Communication, an ex-
perimental study of the resistance of mesoscopic samples,
designed to test their symmetries in the quantum HallsQHd
regime. We show that, in addition to the reciprocity relation,
resistances measured near transitions between QH states ex-
hibit symmetries that are not predicted by Büttiker’s four-
terminal resistance formula. These symmetries describe rela-
tions between resistances that are obtained with different
contact configurations.

Our samples were prepared from two InGaAs/ InAlAs
wafers that contain a 200Å quantum well. A two-
dimensional electronic system is formed in the quantum well
after illumination with a LED. Due to the short-range alloy
scattering in our material the electronic system has a low
mobility, limiting our study to the integer QH effect. The
data were obtained from two samples, T2C andT1B. Sample

T2C was cooled twice(T2Cm2 and T2Cn2), and had a
density and mobility of ns=1.1531011 cm−2,
m=14 000 cm2/Vs for both cooldowns. Sample T1B was
cooled once sT1Bc2d, and had ns=3.6531011 cm−2,
m=44 000 cm2/Vs. The samples were wet etched to a Hall-
bar geometry shown in Fig. 1(a). Special care was taken in
the alignment of the metallic contacts to the Hall bars, to

FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Geometry and contact numbering of
our samples. The black areas in the figure represent Au–Ge–Ni
alloyed contacts that were designed to reach the edges of the Hall
bar. The Hall bar has a lithographic width of 2mm, with a center-
to-center distance of 4mm between the longitudinal voltage con-
tacts(2–3 and 6–5) and a distance of 24mm between the current
contacts(1–4). The four voltage contact-pairs that are used in the
measurements are denoted by the corresponding resistances,RL

t , RL
b,

RH
l , andRH

r ; (b) the correlation between the fluctuations ofR14,23sBd
and R23,14s−Bd; (c) the longitudinal resistance,R14,23sBd [RL

t of
Fig. 1(a)], of sample T2Cm2 at the vicinity of then=2–1 transi-
tion, together with its reciprocity-equivalent resistance,R23,14s−Bd
[not shown in Fig. 1(a)].
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ensure that voltage probes on opposite sides of a Hall bar
will probe the same region of the sample. Due to the small
size of our samples, their resistances display reproducible
fluctuations whose magnitude andB-correlations nearB=0
were used to extract the phase-coherence length,Lf.8 For our
samplesLf=1.1–1.3mm at a temperaturesTd of 10 mK, the
T at which all of the data presented here were taken. Four-
terminal resistance measurements were done using standard
ac lock-in techniques with frequencies of 3–4 Hz and a cur-
rent I =1 nA, safely belowI =10 nA where the fluctuations
begin to diminish in size.B-field sweep rates were from 0.02
to 0.05 T/min, keeping the fluctuations independent of
sweep rate.

We begin the presentation of our data with an experimen-
tal test of the reciprocity relation for our samples in the QH
regime. In Fig. 1(c) we compare two reciprocity-equivalent
resistances of sample T2Cm2 in the vicinity of the transition
from then=2 to then=1 QH state(n=2–1transition, where
n is the Landau level filling factor). Referring to the contact
numbering in Fig. 1(a), the resistances compared in Fig. 1(c)
are a longitudinal resistance,R14,23, measured at positiveB,
and the resistance obtained after exchanging the current and
voltage contacts,R23,14, and taken at negativeB polarity. Al-
though the resistances are dominated by reproducible fluc-
tuations we find that, in accordance with the reciprocity re-
lation of Eq.(1), they have nearly the same pattern differing
by only a small fraction of their amplitude. In order to quan-
tify their similarity, we calculate the correlation between the
fluctuations of the two resistances, normalized by the auto-
correlation of each fluctuation pattern,9,10 and averaged over
a B range of 0.2 T. In Fig. 1(b) we plot the results of the
correlation calculation for the data of Fig. 1(c). The high
values of the correlation, ranging from 0.63 to 0.88, attest to
the similarity betweenR14,23sBd andR23,14s−Bd. Other resis-
tances that are related via Eq.(1), such asR14,62sBd and
R62,14s−Bd, were also found to have similarly high correla-
tion values. While the reciprocity relation has been demon-
strated before for the QH regime,11 we are extending it here
to samples whose resistances are dominated by mesoscopic
fluctuations.

The main purpose of this Communication is to describe
new symmetry properties, of four-terminal measurements,
that are particular to the QH regime. These symmetries relate
resistance measurements done with different contact configu-
rations using samples in the mesoscopic regime. For simplic-
ity we compare the two Hall and two longitudinal measure-
ment configurations illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The current flows
between contacts 1 and 4, and voltages are measured using
the contact pairs 2–3 for the “top” longitudinal resistance
sRL

t d and 6–5 for the “bottom” longitudinal resistancesRL
bd.

Similarly, we use the contact pairs 6–2 for the “left” and 5–3
for the “right” Hall resistances,RH

l andRH
r , respectively. For

an ideal, macroscopic and homogeneous, sample there
should be no difference between the “top” and “bottom”, or
“left” and “right”, measurements and one would expect to
find RL

t =RL
b and RH

l =RH
r . In experiments this is rarely the

case and, in general, each contact configuration yields a dif-
ferent result. In the following we show that, although our
measurements can yield very different results depending on

the specific configuration, they are still linked by clear sym-
metry relations. These relations can involve the simultaneous
exchange of contacts andB polarity, in a manner which is
akin to that prescribed by the reciprocity relation.

Let us begin by considering the longitudinal configura-
tions. In Fig. 2(b) we compare theRL

t andRL
b obtained from

sample T2Cn2, near then=2−1 QHtransition. The style of
the curves(solid or dashed line) corresponds to the voltage
contacts used, as indicated in Fig. 1(a). The first observation
we make from these data is that they can be divided into two
B ranges according to the similarity betweenRL

t andRL
b. For

B,3.016 T, on the left side of the dashed line in the figure,
RL

t and RL
b are virtually indistinguishable and their correla-

tion, shown in Fig. 2(a), is close to unity. This is similar to
the behavior we observe outside the QH regime, for the re-
sistance fluctuations nearB=0, see the inset of Fig. 2(b).

The picture changes dramatically asB is increased beyond
3.016 T. TheRL traces gradually begin to deviate from each
other and eventually become uncorrelated. This can be
clearly seen in Fig. 2(a), where we plot the correlation func-
tion between the twoRL’s. On the low-B side of the transi-
tion, for B,3.016 T, the correlation is between 0.89 to 0.96,
while on the high-B side, approximately above 3.3 T, it ran-
domly fluctuates between 0.03 and 0.3, indicating the uncor-
related nature of theRL’s. At the intermediateB range,
3.016–3.3 T, the correlation interpolates between these two
regions.

The surprising result of our work is that, despite the un-
correlated appearance of the twoRL traces at the high-B side
of the transition, they do not represent independent measure-
ments. Instead we find that, upon the reversal ofB, the “top”
and “bottom” measurements are mapped onto each other.
This is shown in Fig. 3(b) where we plotRL

t sBd together with
RL

bs−Bd. The similarity of the traces is clearly improved and
the correlation[Fig. 3(a)] is close to unity for the entire range
of B. We thus identified a new symmetry for mesoscopic
samples in the QH regime:

RL
t sBd = RL

bs− Bd. s2d

This symmetry holds also for the low-B side of the transition,
indicating thatRL in this region is symmetric inB.

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) The correlation between the fluctua-
tions of RL

t and RL
b; (b) RL

t and RL
b vs B obtained from sample

T2Cn2 in the vicinity of then=2–1 transition. Inset: the same
resistances nearB=0.
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To check whether this behavior is common to other QH
transitions we repeated our measurements with a higher den-
sity sample, T1Bc2, allowing us to observe well-separated
n=4–3, 3–2, and 2–1 QH transitions. The bottom pair of
traces in each graph in Fig. 4 are measurements ofRL

t andRL
b

near each transition. The division into high- and low-B
ranges is evident for all transitions studied. We have also
verified the validity of Eq.(2) for these transitions.

The symmetry of Eq.(2) has been observed before in
large, macroscopic, Hall-bar shaped samples, and has been
attributed to the existence of a longitudinal density-gradient
in the samples.12 Recently, Ponomarenkoet al. and Kar-
makaret al.13 reported on the observation of this symmetry
and suggested a model that details how the symmetry origi-
nates from a density gradient. Due to a longitudinal density-
gradient in their samples the “left” and “right” Hall resis-
tances of the samples are not equal,RH

l ÞRH
r , and are instead

found to beB-shifted with respect to each other. This then
leads to the existence of a difference between the longitudi-
nal resistances,RL

t and RL
b, since according to Kirchhoff’s

law the Hall voltage difference is equivalent to a longitudinal
voltage difference, or:RH

r −RH
l =RL

t −RL
b. In their model, the

authors of Ref. 13 calculate the variousRL’s andRH’s of the
sample, with their explicit dependence on the density gradi-
ent, and show that for a linear density gradient theRL’s fol-
low the symmetry of Eq.(2).

In the following paragraph we discuss the properties of
RH in our samples. We show that in our samples the differ-
ences betweenRH

l and RH
r do not amount to only aB-shift

between the two measured traces. Each one of theRH mea-
surements displays a distinctly different pattern of fluctua-
tions, that are related to theRL fluctuations. The appearance
of such fluctuation-dominated resistances that, nonetheless,
obey the symmetry of Eq.(2) cannot be accounted for by a
density gradient, indicating that our observations are not
within the scope of the model suggested in Ref. 13.

In Fig. 4 we present, along with theRL traces, theRH
measurements corresponding to each transition. First, we
note that wheneverRL

t =RL
b, as is the case for the low-B side

of the data in the figure,RH
l =RH

r must follow. Inspecting the
RH’s in the figure we see that not only they are equal but they
are also in their quantized state,RH

l =RH
r =h/ ie2, wherei is 2,

3, or 4. AsB is increased through the transition, and theRL’s
begin to separate, theRH’s, maintaining Kirchhoff’s law,
separate as well and cease to be quantized. At this higher-B
range, described in detail in a previous publication,14 we
have found another kind of correlation, between the fluctua-
tions of RL and those ofRH:

RL
t + RH

l = RL
b + RH

r = h/si − 1de2. s3d

We emphasize that these correlations appear only between
specific RL -RH pairs, depending on the polarity ofB: At
positive B the correlated pairs areRL

t -RH
l , and RL

b -RH
r (the

styles of the traces in Fig. 4 were chosen to highlight these
correlations), while at negativeB they areRL

t -RH
r and RL

b

-RH
l . The switching of pairs at negativeB is a result of our

samples havingRH’s that are antisymmetric with respect to
the reversal ofB, together with theB symmetry ofRL, Eq.
(2).

Our findings can be summarized as follows: for a transi-
tion from an= i to a n= i −1 QH state the low-B side of the
transition hasRL

t =RL
b andRH

l =RH
r . RL

t andRL
b are nonzero and

exhibit fluctuations, whileRH
l and RH

r are quantized to the
value of the preceding QH plateau,h/ ie2. On the high-B side
of the transitionRL

t ÞRL
b andRH

l ÞRH
r . RL

tsbd andRH
lsrd are anti-

correlated, exhibiting fluctuations of equal magnitude and

FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) The correlation between the fluctua-
tions ofRL

t sBd andRL
bs−Bd; (b) RL

t sBd andRL
bs−Bd of sample T2Cn2

in the vicinity of then=2–1 transition.

FIG. 4. (Color online) RL (bottom traces in each graph) andRH

(top traces) vs B obtained from sample T1Bc2 in the vicinity of the
n=4–3 (a), 3–2 (b), and 2–1(c) QH transitions.
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opposite sign. Their sum equals the resistance value of the
next QH plateau,h/ si −1de2. The B symmetry of the resis-
tances can be neatly summarized by the following observa-
tion: For bothRL andRH the effect of reversing the direction
of B is equivalent to an exchange of the “top” and “bottom”
voltage probes.

In our samples the QH series is terminated with a transi-
tion to an insulating phase asB is increased beyond then
=1 QH state. In the vicinity of this last transition, on which
we have reported previously,15 the behavior ofRL andRH is
similar to that observed for the low-B side of the higher-LL
transitions. BothRL’s are dominated by reproducible fluctua-
tions that are nearly equal,RL

t =RL
b, and the Hall resistances

are quantized toh/e2, their value at the QH state preceding
the transition,RH

l =RH
r =h/e2.

The accepted theoretical model for describing transport in
mesoscopic samples at the QH regime is based on Büttiker’s
four-terminal resistance formula extended to include the ex-
istence of electronic edge-states.16 The presence of edge
states, whose chirality is determined by the polarity ofB,
may point in the direction of the origin of the symmetries
presented in this Communication. However, our observed
symmetries in the QH regime do not emerge from a straight-
forward application of the Büttiker multiprobe formula.

In the transport models of Streda, Kucera, and
MacDonald17 and of Jain and Kivelson18 resistance fluctua-
tions appear as a result of electrons scattering between the
“top” and “bottom” edge states. When only one edge state is
present, corresponding to conduction via the lowest Landau
level alone, these models predict that the fluctuations will be
limited to RL, leaving RH quantized. This situation is in
agreement with our observations at the transition to the in-

sulating phase, but does not account for the quantizedRH on
the low-B side of the higher Landau level transitions of
n=4–3,3–2, and 2–1.

In a recent numerical simulation19 Zhou and Berciu make
use of Büttiker’s formulation to describe the resistance in the
QH regime as a result of an interplay between chiral edge
currents and the tunneling between the “top” and “bottom”
edges of the Hall bar. Their simulations reproduce many of
the central features of our results, identifying a low- and
high-B regions for all QH transitions, and predicting the
symmetry of Eq.(2). According to their model, on the low-B
side of the transitions transport is dominated by the presence
of edge states, together with tunneling between the “top” and
“bottom” sides of the sample, while on the high-B side trans-
port is enabled only via the latter process, with no edge states
or tunneling between the “left” and “right” sides of the
sample.

To conclude, we presented an experimental study of the
symmetries of the resistance of mesoscopic samples in the
QH regime. We demonstrated new symmetries, relating lon-
gitudinal and Hall resistances of different contact configura-
tions andB polarities. The resistances in the vicinity of all
QH transitions were found to follow one of two possible sets
of symmetries, one on the low-B and the other on the high-B
side of the transitions.
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